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Hfl: Nvttbmt of UÌ&pÌKmm <md National Incomt 
(«WC     to Aom»mann,   1963) 

Htmit coordina»«« «# u««d,   O itraight \im can bt drawn 

ihn «|íi**ibti*icwí    cofr«iponding fo the equation d = C.E , 

d  n th# f#i#pH«m# d#n$»fy, C a comían t and E the per-capita 

TH# »«panent,   kt   which   it  relevant   in   this connection,   is 

by AÎÎ «  \   7,   while timHw calculo»}©*!  in the Gtrman 
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Federal Republic //I// have resulted in a figure of 1.9 to 2.0. 

OfHer graphs have been designed //*>//, //7// m 

which a curve   is drawn through the values plotted in a system of log- 

log coordinates   ( F ig. 4). 
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Fig.4: Number of Telephones and National Income 
(ace. to A.Jipp, 1959) 

A.Jipp has also studied the changes in thr telephone density/(per capita) 

income ratio from  1953 to  1969 (Fig.5);  the deviation of the curve 

from the straight  line is,   in fact,  easily verified if we estimate,   and 

add to one another,  the averages of the slope of the individual curves. 
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Fig. 5: Development of the Telephone Density/ Income 
Ratio between 1953 and 1959 (ace. toA.Jipp,  1959) 

This also seems to explain  the different  values that have been  calcu- 

lated for the exponent  k,   which depends on  the points of the  curve 

for which  the  tangent slopes have been  calculated  (certainly  lower 

for the point representing the  USA than  for the point of the  German 

Federal Republic). 

The      C.C.I.T.T.  study//!// in Chapter  III discusses at great 

length the relationship between telephone density and Gross Domestic 

Product (G.D.P.) per capita (Fig.6). 
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Fig. 6: Telephone tensity and G.D.P. per capita, 
1954 and 1964 
(ace. toCCITT,  1968) 

This graph shows the development - and the development trends - of 

a few (unfortunately of rather few) countries,   and the study proceeds 

from  there to the possibility of forecasting future telephone densities 

on  the basis of projected   G.D.P.  figures,  giving,   inter alia,  an 

example of the graphical   calculation of future density. 

The   various findings mentioned above permit a multitude 

of useful and practically-applicable speculations as  to  the probable 

development of the telephone density and number of  lines to be 

expected in a developing country.  Since all of these forecasts are, 
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forecasting re Italie valu»* f@r rh# dire top"» nt ** Tfltphiin 

has simply been shifted to ane»h*» pl««##  »Ka.  ;1#  ** »w««*^ 

the future  development of  o count?y't  G.D.». 

Since economic  G.D.P. 

»rends are generally being studied «*«h mm*  (*«**£«#(,,   It 

nevertheless be advisable not to  é^mw^ mlim¡f m¡m m 

the only one  for estimating future  tf>i#pKor>. d*m» •* 

In      1957,  C.Lancoud and M, Ducommyn //|// M^  £MN»ÜMf 

on      the above-mentioned 

"law of development" 

of telephone systems é<m9 with the other tw* fc^i, ^^ 

-  "population trenas M 

and the 

economic  situation of o country",   . 

as a basis for determining future development of telephone <**•»*/.   fl§ 

paper proved that the  "law of development" can be r*pt§%mn§mt by  -«» 

of a logistic  growth function,   i.e.   a suitably transforme«4 h^mk^h 

tangent  (tgh) function  (Fig. 7). 

Of course, there are a few  limiting conditions and pmm.Ni  th«, 

have to be borne in mind in describing this natural »low of 4»*m 

by means of a hyperbolic tangent curve    The time „n labw.W . 

realistically be extended from _**•*.; or,d »he *v*lop-*n» «J ** 

economy of the country in question must be assumed »o p.««,.* .^i, 

and without disturbances (although it .hould be understood *o».   hecew 

Of the above-mentioned tendency for irregular iti.» r0 tWl ,^^|^ ^ 

in due course, this requirement is of  les,  ¡mportonhmce  than ***% W 
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Fig. 8: Congruence of Telephone Density Curves for 
Sweden and Switzerland (ace. to Bogaerts,  1963) 

Similar  findings  have  been obtained        for a 

countries studied (Fig.9). 
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Fig.9: Superimposition of Line Density Curves to Show Maximum 
Coincidence (ace. to Bogaerts, 1963 tor 1957) 
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W»   third   result   of     studies aimed       at the dtttrminotlo« öf 

future telephone requiremenrs can be  summarized as follows: 

The   general    growth   functions   apply   to   all    countries; 

that    is    to   say, the   development    of   the    number   of 

telephone    subscribers    and   the   resultant    telephone   density 

may   be    expected    to   be   the    same   for    every   country, 

although    there   will    be    time    differences. 

In   1964,  an attempt was  made  to calculate   the development of 

telephone  subscriber figures over the  next few years and decades with 

the  help of the  Lancoud-Trachsel  formulas  //9// for a number  of 

European  countries with  relatively  low  telephone  densities   /'IO//.   It 

was  first     noticed that the  selection of  the  three required  values 

from  the  telephone density staristics   is highly critical  and  may   lead 

to results  that  may   be  considered  impossible  at  first   impression.   This 

experience  was confirmed two  years   later, by  E.Böhm,   who  replaced 

the rather  cumbersome   calculation   by a graphic  method using a 

logistic   system of coordinates.   This      not only simplified  the operation 

but also yielded  a number of other  advantages  (e.g., the   fact that the 

whole of the available  density statistics is evaluated,   not   ¡ust    the 

three  values selected) //])//.   In order to use   Böhm's method,   however, 

the saturation density has to be estimated, or obtained by means  of 

other methods, and used as a known quantity  in the  calculation.   This 

may be possible  with a  high degree of probability  in countries  where 

a wealth of comprehensive statistics  concerning the  most varied economic 

and sociologie fields have been  prepared for  a considerable  number of 

years; for developing countries,    however, it may prove  very 

difficult to correctly estimate  the point of saturation of the telephone 

system.   It  ¡s hoped this publication will assist in determining this 

unknown factor. 
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Fîg.10: Telephone      Line       Densities in Bulgaria, Austria 
and Switzerland   - Probable Development 
(ace. to Ebenberger,  1964) 

As far as     known,  this is the first instance in which the method developed by 

Bogaerts has been used in combination with the calculation  method 

developed by Lancoud and Trachsel. As a result ot  combining these 

methods that it becomes possible, first of all, to determine the future 

development of telephone densities for countries with highly similar 

economic and sociologie patterns,  and to project suitable telephone 
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ai "rodar".   In addition,  a rather large community of engineer! 

fn mmt of the countries of  the world were familiar  with microwaves, 

group and phase delays,   and  modulation  techniques  -   to mention  just 

6 f#w »«ample*  -  and  considered them part of their   daily lives. 

Various ichoofi and  unÎversi»íes deepened and disseminated  this 

blow ledge  and the   equisite  skills,   industries and associations in 

all  industrial  countries   *#r#   instrumental   in passing this  knowledge 

•ft I© o most  intere t#d and often enthusiastic  youth.   The  " antiquari0 

•n¿ yno«ctting principles of  the switch ng art,   in comparison, 

a «vbject deemed  Ho'diy   worthwhile  or   interesting. 

tfHctooanty wo» »he ben it fot  th# further development of the switching 

«rt,   me ***• *<»r>y effo*t* a, d attempts havt been expended  to 

ce  #bí»*orM%i  of   »fc#   hewn of  the  most  moderr   scientific 

M,.*»» pfofn»  ho» t>een mode  ¿n the past  two decodes 

im -<êm »•*>»**#ict§»€«ií   -me  te «et**«*ic   ooW-cerr--'nt  at electronic 

iy4»e«»t     A  ojutfe  NMBitl  »eottio^   -   tho» of  resisting change 

ft»  *fc»   ecped'twOs    •« wi veci   ,*,   odnpt.»^  »ew   concepts   -   hos 

wwi4 **4»  «cc*p»or«ce of   these  new  deveioemontt.    lime 

»w» «N»».   K«««»*'.   to «te «twoy  completely  «nth th#»e 

•§gtei«»»f%g  '*»*)     •• -»•   >••*  to  be   »He   key   to  on   ur>oWri»onding   of 

A§  «*p*f   f**e'e«H   *«   'tK9   tod»?     Hft«f<f>.    »h*     »rend     »oword 

I v • I f    e * e « t, ft « , f     ,»,?»-»,, p g    i f i » e m i    • »    o d v « n c » n g , 

i li M**«»*««* i« M«w»  '^*  »**#» HME0¥ 4>*cwt* <tm of   '•»*• »elephon** 

•••*• **• »*«*•  e* e*,* , i *§#«*»»  ** H^ttolt e»o ronfmod r© 0 lotgo 

«•»•*'  •»  •»«  «M**»»«***  o»«è>*e* «i  <m«M| »w»»OjMe   »ronufucor«  -   o profeto« 

*M*  **•   mmmm   <é   mhm*mmm     »k.ti»  •«,„     lol^^   ,•,   fgft      a^  Grò***» 

«ft*   tj  ^M»%   >****     «•*#»  Ni   tM<tnÉ<   •*>  ^tftHiiflg  ie>*t't   <n«en»»oft. 
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«|f   t***   .»    «««t,«*    „    ,»».,.«„  ##%«.»»»»   ,#.*t*##f,*   |wj«fci#m     tmmmif   rhot   of 

•«•*   *N#  4*   f***   e**.*<##e«f     ** *.ti,«,   »ete#*Mn*M»   *#to%«f.b»*t  «ti 
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direct calls,   i.e.  of calls dialed directly by the subscriber without the 

assistance of a telephone operator,   is confined to areas of predominant 

demand  (for example,   the  territory of an  individual   country or a 

continent).   The ultimate objective of  intercontinental  direct distance 

dialing can  no  longer be  termed unrealistic. 

Although  the  engineering  and administrative  task to provide  240 million 

subscribers  with unlimited  traffic   facilities,   while ensuring  acceptable 

rate assessment,   is gigantic,   it  is necessary a'.o to consider  the 

economics of the problem:   If the   investment  value of a telephone 

line terminal   is set at US-S  1300,- according to V.Aschoff //13//#  the 

replacemen,   value of the    switching equipment  in the  world's present 

telecommunication  facilities  is approximately  US-S 200 billion.   Even  in 

terms of  the  world economy,   this  amount  h a  highly  significant  factor 

and constitutes such  an  important  part  of  the   national   wealth  of  all 

civilized nations   It  obvious that   the  greatest  possible  care  and effort 

must be  exercised  in considering and planning all  aspects  of  the  future 

development  of  this   "global   communications  machine"   for,   to  use   less 

dramatic   language   "world-wide  communications  machine").   Although only a 

a minute  fraction of  the  capital  expenditure  required  can  be   isolated 

« being reserved for  a particular   technique  w:thin  the overall  development 

»heme,   several  clear-cut  demands  may  be formulated: 

loch    and    every    new   installation    or    system    must    be 

conceived    in   such   a    way    that    it    may   be    integrated   - 

not   only    as   an    individual    unit    but    also   as   a    group, 

••8-    a   group   of   a   network,    -    with    the   existing   telephone 

network,     and   at   the    same    time,    satisfy    all    pre-existing 

conditions.    No    responsible   government    in    the    world 

»©day    can    afford   to    replace    major    parts    of    its    telephone 

• yitem    with   new   equipment   before    the   old   system    has 

e««n   properly   depreciated.    Additionally,    the    change- 

ever    mutt    be   gradual    with    interworking   of   existing   end 

«twly-added   systems.    Th is   cannot   miraculously   take   place 

over   night. 
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These facts have been surprisingly rarely mentioned in 

the multitude of scientific  writings,   which  is  rapidly increasing  in 

volume,particularly  in  the field of electronic  switching //Ì4//,  //15//, 

//}£>//>  //]?//•   The   dependence of the switching  art on    these 

simple facts distinguishes  this field from  the other 

fields of communications engineering,   which  are  characterized by 

virtually unlimited freedom  in regard to equipment and  installations. 

A ship's 

new radar unit may,   for  instance,   contain completely new and different 

components,   and may even  be based on a fundamentally different concept 

using new engineering and design features. As  long  as  its performance 

and operation satisfy the requirements or improve on the 

previous standard,   such  a new unit     is most welcome   if it can be 

obtained and operated at  reasonable cost.   A direct  interaction of all 

existing naval  radar stations of the world  is  usually never required. 

This important difference between toe switching art and the 

Other fields of communications      presents another  major 

problem in deciding the  future course of action  and   should 

be accorded  much  more  attention. 

The   future    development   of   the   switching   art   will 

therefore    be    torn    between   efforts    to   eliminate    the 

scientific    and    technological   differences   between 

switching   arid    the    rest   of   telecommunications   while 

overcoming   the    natural    caution   and   conservatism    in 

allocating   the    required   huge    investments.     It   seems 

more   reasonable    to   expect   worldwide    communications 

systems   to   continue    to   move    in    the    direction   of 

further   integration   and    interdependence. 
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Whîle only a few years ago the switching systems of mere recent 

design were frequently classified a* to the degree of their 

eiectronization",   it appears to be necessary today to make ytt 

another distinction on a higher  level:  A switching sytte« may be 

required to work with 

wired   program   control 

or w'fh stored   program    control. 

In the latter case, all switching operations are controlled by a 

stored program; this technique is often referred Hi as "precettar 

controlled". 

In addition,   another distinction  is of particular  instance,  otfttewfli 

it  is sometimes considered from a  wrong anglt :   Sometimes rt>*  immediate 

object   of   a   development    effort,    which may  oiw at » 

experimental    exchange    to obtain  experience  m   »o fK# 

behaviour    of   new    components    or   the    reliability    mé 

maintainability   of the  system's  concept,   or   to study any 

operation    problems   arising  from  new  concepts.   Ultimate goall 

for such  a projet  are  aimed  at  the  feasibility of    m a s s - pr oduc » t«R 

of the    system   for    large-scale   use    in    o    country,    h   it 

obvious  that these two steps  have  to follow each other. 

For example,   the  Stuttgart-Blumenstrasse exchange has  been built as o* 

experimental   project on  the principles of the  system H|~©0 i  ©I  HF 

//W/i//W//,//2C//.   The establishment of  a second,   similar     r>       ment*J 

exchange in Vienna //21//,//22// did not change anything m <•,* m^m*, 

In both  cases the  tasks of an  experimental  exchange   were fully perfo»m«tf: 

The Authorities were given  on opportunity to operate,   and to (torn to 

operate under practical conditions,   a new forward-looking system, 

while the manufacturers 
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b»m« *» ori*, .nidation, or  »h* »nd usor,   or both,  certain 

•'*•*• comoononn usu«'V Hove two things in common : ono, 

••» or«  mm* »«pensive whore  they replace  a simple 

««I  ewwponenf wirh metal  contacts needed  in 

«•two**»,  «nd fw«,   tho quantity .«quired  for control and othor circuits 

h m «footer number. 

Thta Hoi resulted in on intontivo ioarch for wayi 
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und means to use such parrs sparingly, and to design them 

to perform multiple  tasks.   The  high 

switching speed of these parts -   in comparison  with  the speeds 

attainable  with electromechanical  components -,   in  turn,permits a 

higher degree of    centralization. 

This higher degree of centralization results in  the need 

for a  more  sophisticated,   intensive,  and complex organization of the 

exchange.   In recent years  this trend has resulted  h  stored program 

controlled switching systems  to come more and  more   into   consideration, 

which  is also reflected  in  the  increasing share  that  such systems have 

in  the  literature /16//,  //l 7//,   //23//  ... //33//,   a  list which by no 

means claims to be complete. 

To go another step further,   the  concept of an   integrated switching and 

transmission   system  is    encountered,  a solution  which  will  certainly have 

excellent prospects //ZA//,  //Z5//.   To what an extent the organization 

of a future  telephone network may exceed the  bounds of a  conventional 

system may be seen   by subdividing the systems  into   'speech networks" 

"processor   networks" and   "remote  control  networks",   as relevant 

studies and extensive experience with centrally controlled communications 

systems have shown //Z6//'. 

A great number of conditions and their consequences have to be borne in 

mind in answering the question of trained personnel. 
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As has already been mentioned,   the availability of  suitable  labor 

from domestic sources to fill  oil positions at the  various  levels can 

have a decisive   influence on  the selection of a particular switching 

system.     Maintainability   and    reliability   are  major problems 

to be solved,    depending   on    the   existing   personnel 

and   training   capabilities   as  well  as the    general 

education   possibilities. 

Another decisive factor  is that of the  interface conditions regarding 

the existing switching systems.   What requirements are  imposed on the 

system  to  be selected by the existing national  long-distance dialing 

network  and by connecting  international  networks ? 

Do any special   climatic conditions  have to be taken  into consideration? 

H.Haslinger attempted  in  1966  to critically survey,   and to present 

in an organized form,   the present  state of development of international 

telephone  switching engineering //37//.   |n  this study, the  author 

referred to  596 publications,   to which more  than   100 new ones 

have been  added the subject covering the  time period since  1966. 

This  imposes an  almost  impossible  task on any one person  to survey 

the field,   and  it  is only through the  combined efforts of experts 

that a technological basis can  be obtained which permits  an optimum 

solution to be found for a new telephone switching system.   In the beginning 

a      developing country may frequently have  difficulty recruiting 

a sufficient number of experts and specialized professionals.   Ideally, 

the gradual establishment of a qualified group of specialists in  a 

developing country should be accomplished by years of  intensive 

draining abroad.   Foreign specialists,   experienced  in  matters of 

creative scientific and technical  work and in planning and development 

projects,  might assist in the developing country's effort. 
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In   summary,    the   question   of   what   basic   technological 

approach   should   be   chosen   for   new   telephone   switching 

systems   for   developing   countries   can   best   be 

answered   by   saying    that    the    requirement   of   a   harmonious 

adaption   of   a   new   switching   system    to    an   existing 

technological    environment,    in    particular   the   switching 

system   used    in    that   environment,    and   the   necessity 

to   take    into   account   essential    economic    factors. 

These    reasons   are   not   only   important   during   the 

initial   phase   of   a   study   but   continue    to   be    in   futur« 

considerations.     The    trend    toward   f u I I y - e I ec tr on îc 

switching    raises    the    question   of   future    use   of 

Stored-program    or   w i r ed- p r ogr a m   controlled   systems 

with   dry   reeds    or   open   contacts.    The    choice    a 

developing   country   has   to   make   should    be   based 

also   on   maintainability,    reliability,    and   experience 

from   other   administrations   using   modern    telephone 

twitching   systems. 
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'•'    ?^^.tí!-ñÍ*.^>.J5ÍÍS^r,,,w,,,cofíofl« Sytlt« Planning 

Tht   Scopt   of   the   Planning   Problem 

TKa definition of   a    telecommunications planntr 

••fa« »o the communications engineer responsible for  developing  a 

«•twork design,   deciding where,   and how many,   switching centers 

wwtt be   included  in  the network,   and finally what  typ« of transmission 

facilities must  be provided.   Obviously,   rhis requires a  wid* range of 

•ngineering capability,   and therefore,   in general  the term "telecommunication! 

planner" covers the responsibilities of an engineering group rather than 

a tingle engineer, 

Thtr* art many points which 

fli« planning engine«, must consider. Of thtsa, the most important 

h HS« *funoam#ntol plan", which contains the following: 

(a) Numbering 

(b) (touting 

(c) Rotes 

W)   Switching 

ft)   Transmission 

9)   Signaling 



fer «ach item In rhis plan,  the criteria for operation of »ht tefo« 

commun ¡cations network or« specified. When    these objectives ore 

not met,   the  pi      must   indicate the necessary steps to 

achieve the specified goals. 

This plan is basic to the  development of any communications network 

whether it is used for voice,   data,  or both types of service.   It  is assumed 

the plan  in  this exercise        is fully developed,   and  it should be 

understood that without a fully-developed plan,   computer assisted engineering 

studies have a low probability of being successful. 

There  is one  fundamental   reason why these plan details must be  well 

defined for  considering the  use of computer assistance  in such studies.   The output of 

the  computei,   even though  the computer program  contains accurate 

processing rules   (mathematical  formulas,   logic,   etc.),   can only be 

as accurate  as  the  input  data supplied  foi   the  analysis.   Unfortunately, 

there   is a tendency to estimate facts     and over-simplify significant 

parameters which may be  adequate for  manual  engineering studies. 

But  these expedients can  only lead to disappointing results when  using 

a computer. 

Other        points the planning engineer  must consider are: 

(1 )    Capital      -    How much money is available? 

(2) Existing Facilities    -    What is the condition of the present network? 

Which limitations are   imposed on  the  introduction of 

new equipment and services? 

(3) Manpower   - Are there  adequate  and sufficient engineering skills 

available  to  develop  both  long and short range plans ? 

(4)   Forecasts    -   How accurate are the forecasts of growth ? 

Here again,      it  is      assuming that a  telecommunications network 

already exists,   and that the planning engineer is required to develop 

a scheme which may have to be implemented over several years,  since 

the availability of construction funds is limited.   In addition,  he will be 
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required to Inttffttt« th« new recbnolofiy into lilt Mlitffif mtwwk 

¿•sign,   fbetronic twitching will  Heve to  ¡n^trwork wirb offe* 

types of  switching systems e.g.   crowbar,   lt#p~by-tt«p,   etc. 

With     these major points given,       what      »I »He planning t«è Î 

Studies must be undertaken      with subsequent recommendations to 

management on   "how much", "where",   and  "when'   to %pend their capitel, 

The     studies in a typical operating telephone company take several 

forms, but can be considered in two general types.  They are usually 

separated into engineering studies which lead 

to the formulation of long range plans (5 years,  or more),  and short range 

studies,  which   obviously deal with decisions which must be made ¡n the 

relatively near future.  The studies must begin with an evaluation of 

existing methods, systems, and equipment. A thorough understanding 

must be acquired on what is to   be accomplished  during the  time period 

being studied. 

As has already been mentioned, the development of communications 

engineering continues to make rapid progress, and new approaches 

and technologies follow ¡n increasingly rapid succession. 

The significance of this trend is twofold. First,   it places an  increasing 

engineering burden on the administrations to produce more and more plans 

in less and less time.        With    the increasing costs of engineering skills, 

and the increasing shortage of engineering world-wide, the planning and 

implementation of these plans is falling behind. For all indications this trend will contînt 

Second,  because of this explosive growth,tremendous costs are being 

incurred. A      administration's ability to g rerate this capital is 

dependenr,to a large extent,on how well they are meeting the present 

demand for service. 

It is increasingly evident in many developing countries, and also in some 

of the more sophisticated ores, that telecommunication services are simply 

not meeting the public need. Not only are the newer communication 
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kl IMVty arem  of  the  world  today 

ìli«    Shotf    8o«gt   storming    Tfltlt 

Important ttudL-t  w^icH   »r   odminittratMon mutt conduct Ir» ftltf on»« 

irt ©timofily ot*©c«attd with projects which eon bo completed wttftln 

I le S yton,   Typical oí  vue H studies  ore • 

(t)    W«ctm#nf  of  new  switching exchanges. 

CÎ)    Network   rearrangement»  *o accommodate shifts  in  traffic patterns, 

Or growth   in   the network 

(3)   Cable placement to oc commodate  growth  in subscribers,   shift»  in 

•xc hange  areas,   or   growth   in   inter-office  trunk mg. 

{4)   Traffic   studies to defermine requirements  lo*  additional  transmisiion 

facilities,    trunks,   or   switching  equipment, 

(5)   Extension of  subscriber  dial  service  from local  areas to adjacent 

oreas previously  handled  via manual  or  operator  dial  toll service. 

To further typi'y the planning task,   the placement of a new exchange mutt 

be considered //W/,   //40//. 

The lead timo for a new exchange  is approximately three years.   Not only 

it it necessary to consider  manufacturing,   delivery,   and the  installation 

time of the  required switching equipment,   but land may have  to be purchased, 

right-of-way established,   construction of a new building may be  required, 

and exchange  cable will   have  to be placed.  So  it  is not 

uncommon to have a lead time of even more than three years  in certain 
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Um,  hl order to mot o pre-determintd áafr for cut-over of a n«w 

•«Itonfo,   the planning work mutt be conducted in advance of this 

Uod time.     There may be some over-lap permitted during the 

manufacturing  interval,   but,  in  general, the  planning work should  be 

completed  in order   that a clear decision  can  be made without any 

ttftricting pre-scheduled activities placing pressure on the management 

to hasten  this decision. 

The planning time  interval  for the  introduction of a new exchange  is 

vor ¡oble.   It  varies as  an  inverse function  of the  availability of 

fundamental plan,   up-to-date commercial  forecasts,   and adequate 

engineering skills necessary to draft  the plan. 

This interval  could  be  as long as 6 months.   Frequently,   extraneous 

factors place a constraint   on this  interval. There may be times when management 

may consider  the plan   inadvisable because  of  curtailments  in budget,   or 

there may be some  technical objections to  the   initial plan. 

h any event,   the planning engineer   is faced  with several  alternatives. 

First,   he can postpone  the  ¡ob while a second plan  is prepared.   How- 

ever,   as previously  stated,   the pressure  to  provide basic  telephone 

service,   improve  the  quality of the  telecommunications network,   and 

Introduce technical   innovations,   is becoming greater  every day    Furthermore, 

the postponement of certain extensions to  the network may even 

cost money.   Mechanizing switch-board traffic   ¡s a good example.   Costs 

of operators,   administration,   and other   items  associated with  manual 

switchboards can  be expensive,   whereas providing automatic switching 

can result  in signifant  savings  in not too many years. 

Thus,   the postponement of any plan  is simply not the answer,   if a 

telephone administration   considers  itself modern and  is attempting 

to meet the present needs for better service. 

The planning engineer can attempt to shorten the planning 

interval.   The answer  líes in shortening the  time interval devoted to development 

plant. 
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In      the particular example    just    illustrated,   let us examine the 

essentials of planning a new exchange    to see what the possibilities 

are  for   improving the situation. 

While  many technical  criteria have  to be met,   such as  transmission, 

signaling     routing,   etc.,   the single  most important factor   in  locating 

an exchange  is cost.   The concept of  "wire centering",   or  locating 

the exchange nearest  the center of subscriber density  is  the essential 

planning factor  in order io minimize c erall  costs. 

Performing an exchange placement study is a long and tedious process. 

There are a considerable number of calculations to be made. These are 

relatively simple ca'culations,   but  nevertheless  there  are   many of them. 

The costs of outside plant must be  calculated,   both for  subscriber and 

inter-office  circuits,   and the costs of land,   buildings,   and  switching 

equipment must be considered.    In  addition,   two,   three,   or   more 

configurations are required since   it  is not generally apparent where 

the optimal   locations may be  for  exchanges,   or what the  network 

configuration should   look like. 

Since   these calculations alone  can  tak« several  months,   it  is also 

possible   that the data being used   in  the studies could become obsolete 

before   the study is completed,   due  to new forecasts of growth,   either  in 

subscribers,   or  in the  traffic distribuì ion,  or both. 

can This,   then,   outlines  the need for  a planning tool  which 

(1) Accomplish a network design  in a few hours,  or minutes,   as opposed 

to weeks and months. 

(2) Accommodate more than one sef (preferably many) of design criteria, 

e.g.   transmission,  signaling,     routing,  variable quantities of sub- 

scribers,   variable  traffic quantities,   and distribution,   costs,   etc. 

(3) Increase the accuracy of the  results by eliminating  many over- 

simplifications,   and by increasing the efficiency of the calculations. 

(4) Distinguish    the most cost-sensitive elements of the system design. 
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CS)   Be  utilized by telephone planning engineers without o great 

amount of formal   indoctrinal   training. 

These performance objectives can only be reasonably met by mechanizing 

the approach  to the planning job.   And this means only on«  thing   ... 

computer aided design. 

Computer   Aided   Designs 

The task of planning was illustrated previously by a brief description 

of the short range engineering effort required for exchange placement. 

No attempt was made to describe  the calculations required,   the methods 

used,   or  the  critical  timing factors  involved.   The description   was merely 

indicative of the type of task which  is fundamental to   the  business of 

telecommunications planning administrations throughout  the  world. 

Since  the   need   is so fundamental,    it   ¡s no wonder   that   m   o f ¡gators 

have first applied the  development  of computer aids to  this problem. 

Companies  where this work is c   rrently being done are  raie;  one of 

them  is   ITT.    The use  of computer   aid programs   in  this  field spans all  the 

way from  designing the placement  of  romponents on  miniaturized circuit 

boards to  the computation of the  quantity of înter-offîce  trunk circuits 

in a large   multi-exchange telecommunications network,   and,to the 

simulation  of the telephone exchange  itself, to determine  its  traffic 

handling capacity //29//, //4Q//- 

It  is  impossible  to provide  a comprehensive description  of  all   these 

programs  within  the scope ot  this  publication.   However,   an  attempt will 

be made  to outline a few of  the  fundamental  requirements. 

Tne type of computer program of most use  in the planning field,  such 

as the case of exchange placement,   falls in the category of  "simulation" 

programs.   In other words,  a model  of the network,  or exchange area 

system  (comprising the subscriber cable plant,   the exchange,   and 

Inter-exchange cable plant),   is constructed,  and a computer program 
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lit %y*t*m fetttf simulated.    Here it        it essential to include all 

f# ti» variables  which Have a major effect on the performance of the 

f*«l system,  and,  at the same time,  eliminate those details which have 

no material effect on the outcome of operating the  model.   How close 

le reality a model  can be, is  subject  to the  designer's  knowledge of 

nm real system,   the time, costs, and method of operating the model, 

•nd the desired accuracy of the results. 

i,   for î' stance,   we are  interested in the costs for main and feeder 

CobUs in an exchange area over a range of lengths,   we could employ 

• continuous curve in place of the step function usually associated with 

weh curves.  An  illustration  is given in Fig. 13.        The actual cost 

Curva  Is discontinuous, but the  simplified curve îs continuous and much 

mora easily expressed mathematically.   However,   its use  would introduce 

error a in the calculation,   especially near the points of discontinuity 

On the actual cost curve.   Thus,   it would be much more accurate to use 

a mathematical expression  which describe the actual  cost curve. 

hi actual fact,   this kind of accuracy is built into the models of all 

ITT s network planning computer simulation programs when  it has a 

significant effect on results. 

$ per pair 
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Simplified   Cost 

Actual Cost 

1     2    3     4    5    6    7    8    9    10    Length in km 

Fig. 13:  Typical Costs for Main and Feeder 

Cables in Subscribers Outside Plant 
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Fig. 12     illustrates   what can be physically accomplished in 

"simulation".        It     also points out one of the principal pitfalls in 

simulating.   The model should represent,  as 

accurately as possible,   the real  system being simulated.   However,   it 

is not sufficient to construct the  model  and then operate  it.   Some 

correlations and comparisons must be done between the simulation 

results,  and the  "expected" output of the real  system to validate the 

accuracy of the model. 

This implies,therefore,   that some  "a priori" knowledge of simulation 

results must exist.  While this is difficult, and often  impossible,   in 

designing new systems    where only    a   model  exists,   it presents no 

real problem when simulating  existing present-day telecomrc  nications systems. 

However,   it does suggest that there must be  extremely close 

liaison between  the computer specialists,   and  the telecommunications 

planning engineers to  test the reasonableness of the simulation results. 

There is  quite   an accumulation of  knowledge  on  simulation   techniques, 

and this review has only high-lighted the barest essentials of the subject. 

However,   the above brief description will serve to  introduce some of 

ITT's work in this field of computer applications. 

ITT   Computer   Programs   in    Telecommunications   Planning 

ITT has been active  in this area of computer technology for several 

years.  Starting in several  laboratory locations in  1965,  a wide range 

of programs    ¡s   now available in  several   iTT system houses  to assist in 

preparing tenders,  designing circuits,  and reducing engineering and 

manufacturing costs.   Planning programs  were  initially developed for 

assistance  in preparing tenders. 

Currently 

ITT is working directly  with   several administrations in assisting thtlr 

planning engineers by operating these planning programs on joint 

•ngineering projects. 
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Some Idea of the  ITT planning programs now available or 

under development,  can be obtained from the following Httt 

(1) Placement of  Exchanges  in Urban Areas 

Thi.. computer program  will  optimize  the location o'  one,  Of 

terminal exchanges in a  local  network where minswm toral  cotti 

are the objective.  Oniy first,  or ir .it lai,  cotti art 

considered //40//, //A)//. 

(2) Establishment of Exchanges in Urban Areas 

This program is under development,  and is a modification ef tht preceding 

placement program.  It is being   designed to establish the best tin* 

to introduce one,  or more,   terminal  exchanges to make optimum 

use of    a    telecommunications network already existing.   Thus, 

annual  charges are considered  in this program in order to optimize 

the timing factors. 

(3) Computation of Direct and Tandem Trunks  in an Alternate Route 

Network 

This program is used ro perform trunk engineering in a telecommuni- 

cations network where the terminal exchanges have a first and 

second choice; outgoing route.  Direct trunk-group sizes and tandem 

trunk-group sizes are computed to minimize total  network costs. 

Alternate  routing is restricted  in this program to one  tandem exchange. 

Under development at  this time,   however,   is a modification of 

this program to  include a wider choice of routing procedures such 

at the use of two tandems in series //4)//. 

(4) Equalizer  Section Design 

This program is of more direct interest to the field engineer respon- 

sibte for cable design than the planning engineer.   However,   it Is 

Included here to indicate the variety of telecommunications problems 

being solved by  ITT computer specialists.   The program utilises cable 

transmission-loss characteristics measured by the  field engineer,  end 

thon computer equalizers component values and circuit configurations 
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h flf .14,       <j titele tUrnftmif   ©# a typical exchonge ore® h 

éw*m.   The problem that the estimated future growth presents t© the 

planning engi-iee*   li whether  to odd another   exchange   in  the  vicinity 

©I •»<-hange* A  and C,   or  whether  the*« ex change*- can pmsibly honnit 

tMl  growth   without  malting nny network  changes.    Thf. planning 

•«fineer  mwit detarmine  »he capacity and present  loading of all 

•«changes    if.ee  »bete    »act* will be employed in the program. 

Cable distribution must be determined fo» each exchange arta including 

#* éêimm»nation o* the atea boundaries. 
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[>^ Îxîlti«f twitching  centre» 

• Existing subscribers 

—— Subscriber  one trunk  cable 

• Pifimated future  growth 

Flf.U:  Typical fcjtcHongt Area 

TH»   planning engineer operating hSfi program flrit estimates 

hit forecast of wb*eriber growth whether  1,   2,  or more,  new 

•«change»     are      required.   The computer program then develops an 

Optimum configuration ba*ed on thii input,   and the   total  configuration 
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costs are used as a reference point.   The program is designed to sub- 

sequently test alternate  configurations by automatically varying  the 

quantity of new exchanges to see   if  there   is a superior design  which 

will   reduce  the overall costs of the   reference  configuration //44//. 

The program  is also written  to produce  the  results of ail  successive 

configurations     tests.   This permits the planning engineer  to analyze 

all  configurations,   and possibly select one  which  is not   the  economical 

optimum,   but  which,   because of some other planning reason,   may be 

more suitable.   Œven  though there are penalty constraints placed on 

the computer   in  defining optimum exchange  areas,   existing exchange 

area boundaries  may be  sufficiently  altered  so  that  te-arrangement 

costs  may   offset    the  gain  achieved  in obtaining a minimum  cost 

configuration. 

The types of  information  the planning engineer needs for operating 

this program are not   different  from  those  required for a manual 

calculation,   and are shown below: 

(1)   Subscriber  Matrix 

This is the subscriber density 'orecnst by geographical area.   The 

program    ,es a coordinate   system  to der ine  the  topography of the 

exchange urea.   (See Fig. 15) 
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(2) Cost Parar eters 

Costs of all significant plant items must be included in tabular 

or graphical  form  if not  linear.   (See Fig. 13)        Linear costs can 

be simply stated on  a per-unit basis.    Included should  be:   subscriber 

cable,   trunk cable,   building,   land,   switching equipment,   and 

power equipment. 

(3) Traffic Matrix 

This is the estimate of traffic volume    and distribution    for all 

future and existing subscribers in the exchange area under study. 

These parameters are specified  in  a manner similar   to  the  sub- 

scriber  information   listed  in  (1). 

(4) Grade of Service 

The criteria for allowable traffic losses in the network must be 

established in order to compute switching equipment and trunks 

required.   Other service  criteria such as technical  constraints 

imposed by transmission  limitations,   duct systems,   cable sizes, 

etc.,   can also be  included. 

(5) Exchange Area Specification 

As a starting point for  the program the quantity of existing and estimated 

exchanges must be described,   including location. Upper and 

lower  limits may be  set on  the size of these exchanges as  a constraint. 

As mentioned earlier, the program operates on  the model by successively 

changing configurations,   and then computing the overall  costs.    It  is 

interesting to note  that  the  method of optimizing takes the  form of 

moving the exchanges  within  the  initially defined exchange  areas.   This 

hos the effect of balancing the  lengths of subscriber loops and  inter- 

office  trunk circuits to achieve  the economic optimum.   A  special 

computer study was recently conducted at on   'TT Laboratory where 

fu .damental facts were  uncovered    about the sensitivity of these costi 

to changes in the basic parameters //45//. 
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Included also in the optimization  is the calculation of required 

switching equipment and  inter-office  trunk circuits for each configu- 

ration  in accordance with  the grade of service criteria which has 

been specified. 

Once several   iterations of this program have been completed,  results 

for each tested confi- uration are then printed out for analysis.   Each 

set of output data contain  the following: 

(1) Location of each exchange. 

(2) Quantity of subscribers assigned to each exchange. 

(3) Cost of building,   land,   power equipment and switching equipment per 

subscriber. 

(4) Cost of  inter-office trunk circuits and cable per subscriber. 

(5) Quantity of inter-office trunk circuits and terminal   locations. 

(6) Volume and distribution of  traffic. 

(7) Boundaries of each exchange area. 

(8) Total  cost of subscriber cables. 

(9) Total  cost of inter-office circuits and cable. 

(10) Total  cost of exchange*. 

(11) Total  cost of network 

Thus,    the   planning   engineer   has   sufficient   information 

ro select   the   best   among   several   different   network 

configurations;   and     • -e   performance   ob ¡ec t i ves, stated 

earlier   for   a   more   efficient   planning   tool, have   all 

been   me t. 

The   network   design   is   accomplished   in   minutes,    with 

several   designs   actually   being   prepared.    Changes   on 

forecasts      or   other    input   data   can   be   accommodated 

immediately   so   that   additional    computer   runs   can   be 

made   right   away. 

Accuracy   is   improved   since   mor«   precise   computations 

con   be   performed. 
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The    programs   developed   by    ITT   are 

designed   in   such   a    manner   thai   telecommunications 

planning   engineers    require   almost   no   training    in   utilizing 

them.    Preparation    of    input   data    is   exactly 

the   same   as   for   manual    studies   with   the    addition   of 

preparing   standard   punched-card   format   sheets   for 

the   computer. 

2.      Jn-plant training problems 

The subject of training local specialists for planning and management 

tasks has already been touched upon;  this,   however,   is only part of 

the problem of how  to train  communications engineers  for a  multitude 

of fields and  tasks.   For  illustrative purposes,   it may be  best to examine 

»me of the training problems confronting a developing country. 
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The success of any manufacturing enterprise revolves among other things 

around  its physical  plant and facilities, the  availability of raw materials, 

and the  skill  of  its employees.   The relatively  high   labor content  required 

for telephone equipment manufacturing makes  employee skill  a most 

critical  area  toward  which  management  must  direct  their  attention   if the 

enterprise   is to be  successful.   Employee  skill   is developed primarily 

through training;   consequently,   the importance of this activity cannot 

be overemphasized. 

There are  many areas of  concern for training in   telecommunications.   Two 

of the most  important are  the training of engineers and the training of 

Operators  in  the plant.   If strong programs of  training are not developed 

in these  two areas,   the probability of success  is  limited. 

Following are  some  of the    letails of 

engineering and operating  ¡raining with a view toward providing 

information helpful  to developing countries interested in  this subject. 

2.\      Engineering Training 

Companies engaged  in  manufacturing of telephone equipment  in 

developing countries are faced with  two major problems with regard 

to their engineering talent.   First,   they must develop a level  of   competency 

sufficient  to meet  the  engineering challenges of  today.   Second,   they 

must make  certain  that  engineers are  constantly gaining  the new 

knowledge  that  will  be  required to achieve  engineering excellence 

in  the future.   The engineering force  must  not only have capability 

in design and manufacture of equipment,   bv*  must also be prepared 

to work  in  the design,   installation,   operation,   and maintenance of the 

telephone  network. 

These problems are particularly difficult to overcome,  since no 

institution of higher learning provides a curriculum specifically designed 
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to meet the needs of the telephone industry. 

Manufacturers  in countries with highly developed telephone systems 

face similar problems as those described above,   but they also have 

the advantage of an in-house experience built up ove-  years of meeting 

the challenges  in  their  field.   These manufacturers can  hire  young 

graduate engineers,   assign  them to simple projects at first,   and let 

them develop  in competency over a period of time light on  the job 

under the  supervision  of the  more experienced engineers on  the staff. 

These manufacturers  can also make arrangements  with  local  universities 

for periodic  ¡n-plant  or on-campus  courses  to  keep  their engineers 

abreast of advances  in  the  state of the art  in  specific  areas such as 

solid state theory.   The  larger of these manufacturers  can also maintain 

their own research  laboratories to extend  the frontiers of knowledge 

in areas related to telephony.   The  development of the transistor might 

serve as one outstanding example of this  kind. 

Big international  companies of the telecommunications industry which 

manufacture telephone  equipment   in a multitude  of countries throughout 

the world are enabled   in developing countries  to tain  their  younger 

engineers on  the  job under  the guidance of some experienced engineers. 

Also, they can  take advantage of specialized courses  at universities. 

On the other  hand,   such  big companies  must strive  to overcome  the 

problems faced  ¡n developing countries,   where highly experienced 

engineers do not exist   in  sufficient  numbers to  train  young engineers 

on  the  job,   and where opportunities for  advanced university  training 

to prevent engineering obsolescence are  markedly reduced.   To discuss 

this solution  in some  detail,   it appears appropriate  to give a practical 

example,  that of  ITT. 

ITT has both major manufacturing facilities and research laboratories. 

In one of them it was decided to use the resident technical capability 

to offer formal training to engineers from developing countries,  so a 
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^fc* enfer w« establish.«! wto» Wfîn#tri «^   ^ for ^^ 

wp lo three months. 

ITT hod two major objetives for this training center.   First,   to rapidly 

Increase  the technical competence of engineers from manufacturing 

plants.   Second,   to offer  technical  training  to customers upon  request. 

The  major  consideration  had to be  the establishment of a  schedule 

to meet these objectives.   Broad outlines of a  schedule     io meet the 

needs of manufacturers could be established easily based on previous 

experience.   Courses to meet customers needs had to remain  more 

flexible due  to the wide  variety of customer requests.   A  summary of 

the  courses  currently offered will  be  found  in  Exhibit  ß.    A  course 

description  of one of the courses will  be found in  Exhibit   C. 

The  next step was  to develop detailed lesson plans and  lesson outlines 

for the  individual  segments of each  course.   For this, ITT  drew heavily 

upon   the  combined resources of  training personnel,   manufacturing 

engineering people,   and   esearch  specialists. Lesson outlines  were 

developed  in  detail  sufficient to guide a technical  specialist toward 

successful attainment of the course's  teaching objectives.   A.I necessary 

handouts were prepared and included  w.rh  the  lesson  outlines. 

Next,   ITT  had to assemble a faculty.   The approach  here  was  to minimize 

the number    of permanent staff  and to draw heavily upon  the  close- 

ot-hand availability of engineering specialists who could be  brought 

into the training center to teach segments of courses within  their 

special  area of competence.   Since the   schedule    had to be elastic, 

we chose to use special talent as needed,   rather than strive  to make 

the small permanent staff expert  in all  areas.   These guest  instructors 

bring with them the special feel  for problems and up-to-the-minute 

solutions in  quite the same way as a  top university professor   introduces 

Iht results of his most current reseach  into the classroom situation. 
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The troîning facilities themselves  have been kept simple,   yet flexible and 

expandable to cope  with the ever changing training demands placed 

on  the center.   Training aids are provided consistent with  training 

needs.   For example,   a crossbar switching  trainer was designed and 

built to simulate  the  entire spectrum of  switching operations  as  u 

method of offering  "hands on" training  to  trainees where necessary. 

Naturally,   computers are necessary for portions of the  training offered, 

but  it was not necessary to provide  computer capability within  the 

training center  itself,   since one could make use of the computer 

facilities  in  the   laboratories directly adjacent  to the  center. 

Instructor  training  is also provided at the  center for those  companies 

from developing countries who wish  to  improve  their capability of 

doing  in-house  training.   Instructors are  trained within   ITT and  are  then 

sent back  to their companies equipped with  the  instructor's  guides 

and other  training materials necessary for   them  to train others at  home. 

This  instruction   is then offered to those  who cannot come  to  the  center. 

The  training center  concept   is  meeting mnny of  the needs for  formal 

engineering training.   ITT expects even  more  will  be met  in   the future 

as the challenging goal of excellence   h  pursued.   Formal  c'assroom 

training can never  be  more  than part of  the  total  thrust.   Othr    means 

must be devised to get the required training out to where it is needed. 

Correspondence courses are one way to solve   this problem.  These courses 

are prepared under the direction of the talent available and then offered 

to engineers in developing countries according to need. The completed 

papers ore then returned to the training centei for correction and grading 

by experts. 

Programmed instruction is another technique which has merit In providing 

certain types of training. However, the investment in time required to 

develope   high quality programmed instruction materials dictates that they 

be designed for |arge trainee populations. Thus,they customarily must deal 

with subject areas in wide demand, such as Basic Electronic Theory, or 
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Basic Transistors. This restricts the ability to tailor programmed materiali 

to the specific needs of small populations. 

Another technique, still in its infancy, but offering some potential for 

engineering training,   is Computer Assisted Instruction. CAI will take 

some of the best features of programmed instruction and   combine them to 

the diagnostic and rapid retrieval ability of  a  computer.     High development 

costs, however, will place a restraint on the feasibility of tailoring to 

small populations. 

One other method, which ITT has used to some degree,  is to send out 

travelling teams of instructors to meet special needs of both manufacturing 

plants and customers.  This method has obvious limitations,  but it can be 

used when no satisfactory alternative is available. 

In    summary,    telephone   engineering    training    in 

developing   countries    can   be   met   by   : 

(1) Drawing upon the  technical   skill available  in more developed 

countries through  training centers. 

(2) Sending engineers  out of the country for  training  with  the objective 

of their coming back  with the capability  to train others. 

(3) Using correspondence courses. 

(4) Using programmed   instruction. 

(5) Drawing upon foreign  instructors to conduct training in specific oreen. 

2.2     Operator  Training 

Training for production  line operators is a particularly critical problem 

tn developing countries,   since it is unlikely that the newly-hired labor 

force will  have had any significant factory experience.   This  lack of 

experience will  mean  that new employees  will   lack not only the skills 

necessary to do the ¡ob,   but also the confidence and ¡ob attitudes 

prevalent among an urbanized,   factory-conditioned workforce.  Thus, the 

Training Department must direct itself to two major problems: 
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(1) Training as quickly as possible  in the skills necessary fo produce 

o high quality product  at  the  least possible cost ; 

(2) Breaking down  the skills and sub-skills required for each  job,   and 

present the  training so the  trainee can  quickly gain 

the  confidence  that  he  can  master  the  job  —  even   if   ¡n  the 

Initial  stages it is only one or  two of the sub-skills. 

Historically,   much of the  training of production   line operators has 

feeen done  right on the production  line with a  lead operator or senior 

operator  assigned the responsibility of training the  new people.   While 

under some  circumstances this  method of  training   is  the only feasible 

One,   it   leaves  much  to be  desired  in  terms of training efficiency. 

Under this system,   the new operator   is usually shown  the  whole  job, 

given a demonstration of how to perform  the   whole job, and then asked 

to do the  whole  job under the general  guidance of  the  lead operator. 

The  new operator  starts slowly and  gradually builds  up speed as he or 

she becomes more familiar with  the operation.   ITT  has developed a 

superior  method of training called  the   "ITT Speed  Vestibule"  system. 

This system  not only emphasizes  speed from  the  very beginning of the 

training process,   but  it  incorporated detailed  job analysis and sound 

lesson planning  into its over-all  approach.   Details of 'his comprehensive 

training system are discussed below. 

The first step  is to carefully analyze each ¡ob to determine just what 

knowledge and skills are necessary to perform the  job.   Care must be 

iaken  to  include  all  necessary   knowledge and skills.   Equal  care must 

be  taken  not  to  include any not  absolutely required.   On occasion, 

valuable   training  time  is wasted  by  imparting  knowledge and skills 

not required on  the particular  job.   A partial   list of those necessary 

for assembly of transmission equipment  is as follows: 

(1) Filling out  time  tickets 

(2) Wire stripping 
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C3) Wir« tinning 

\4) Reading running lists 

(5) Soldering 

(6) Terminal   crimping 

The next step   is to examine each of the required skills to determine 

just what  is required For the operator to perform at top efficiency. 

For example,   if we examine   "reading running lists", we find that an 

operator performing at top efficiency must not only be able  to under- 

stand and  interpret  lists,   but must also be able  to read and remember 

leverai  of the  steps at one time  to minimize the time and need for 

frequent  refer i al   to  the  lists. 

The next step   is to determine the best teaching technique for each 

«kill so that each trainee can be brought up to maximum efficiency 

rapidly.   Using  the previous example,   we  would want to teach  inter- 

pretation  of the  running lists and  then  we  would want  to build up 

the ability to  read and remember  several  of the connections  at one 

time.   The  technique  to accomplish  this  is to use flash  cards or a 

tochistoscope. 

The next step   is  to develop  lesson outlines for each of the skills to 

be taught.   These outlines should begin within carefully defined 

Objectives,   a  list of the materials required to teach,   a series of 

learning activities,   and a method for evaluating the  effectiveness of 

the  instruction   (see  Exhibir D  for an example).   The sequence of the 

learning activities should be structured to provide  learning  in  small 

«teps,  utilization  of the most effective  learning techniques,   frequent 

repetition of the  various elements of  the skill  to build up speed, 

and then  integration of the elements and more practice on  the  total 

ikill  until   100 % efficiency is achieved. 

The next step  is  to determine the number of people required for each 

Of the jobs to establish the most logical grouping of people in the 
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At Quality Control Deports «oy r#c#îvt fwhnJcof ^^ ^ 

privait or officia! laboratories,  such os: 

- the  Electrical-Metrology  Lab 

- the Mechanical Metrology and Spectography Labi 

- the Climatology   Lab 

- the  Technology Lab 

- the Chemical  Lab 

In the case of setting-up „  local   Industry,   ft. mlnimum for „ qua|ify 

««.ranee program would consist of providing the local manufacturing 

unit with 

-    a quality assurance  department of one  or more persons who make 

sure  that the correct and comp ehensive  instructions are available 

at the   inspector positions,   and that  inspection reports ore  being 

analyzed.   Wl en results ore unsatisfactory,.•,   local  foctorv should 

have  the means to determine the  cause,.   Equipments  should provide 

for ,nspection  of incoming parts and componenh frQm ^.^  ^.^ 

and also for   in-process and final   test of the  internally-produced  items. 

If     a continuing deviation from  the  imposed standards  is observed 

and the origin of the fault is determined,  samples of the reacted    ' 

parts   should be sent for further analysis to laboratories. 

When the reacted ports are caused by erroneous information, or when 

purchased parts do no. conform to the test specification, the supplier 

should make the necessary analysis at his expense. 

When a new factory is set up in a country at a considerable 

distance from the supplier, and when fast communication means betw«n 

the two countries are  lacking, 

the above procedure will take time and may even lead 

to expensive        material and time waste 
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This may lead    the local company to establish their own quality 

control  facilities.  Other reasons  which contribute to this may be: 

(1) Challenging and denying of the responsibility for certain 

characteristic deviations of the  supplied materials. 

(2) The desire  to replace  imported  raw materials and components 

by locally available sources  which necessitates  local  quality 

assurance  measuring equipment to control  the  incoming materials 

on a continuing basis. 

The establishment of a complete quality control test center utilizing 

the most modem and efficiently equipped metrology,   climatology 

and technology labs will require an  investment which surpasses the 

budget of a single manufacturing company. 

The acquisition  of the minimum  "go / no go" equipment does not 

represent a ma¡or  investment and  Is normally provided as a part of 

the proposed plant equipment. 

In order to provide the necessc ry funds for more elaborate tests,   the 

following possibilities may be possible: 

0)   The establishment of a private  test center with funds provided 

by several  directly-interested  local   industries.   The contribution 

could be equally divided or  in proportion to the  technical 

assistance supplied by the center. 

(2)   The establishment of a national  test center,   subsidized by the 

Government,   to give assistance to local industries. 

Instead of creating an independent test center,   the national 

center could be  installed as an additional section of an existing 

university.   This solution  has the  additional advantage of 

promoting scientific research as well os the close cooperation 

between industry,  education and government. 
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Several countries without sufficient resources to own their own notional 

test center may combine  their efforts to form an organization to rais« 

the necessary  funds  for a  common test center. 

The  UNIDO  may find a new and grateful  task  in promoting the 

creation of national  or  supra-national  test and research centers.   This 

will  contribute to the progress of local  industry,  to the greater 

development of local resources and to the expansion of the scientific 

research in developing countries. 

This study would never have been realized without the intensive collabora- 

tion  and assistance of numerous experts on the staff of Standard Telephon 

und Telegraphen AG as well as   International Telephone and Telegraph 

Corporation. 

Special  thanks are  due to 

Mr.   D.J.Marsh,  Managing Director,   ITT Laboratories of Spain, 

for elaborating the  chapter on   "Computer aids to telecommunications system 

planning" as well  as to 

Mr.   B.B.Mason,   ITT New York/ World Headquarters, 

for his  contribution  on   "In-plant  training problems",   and to 

Mr. P.F. van Doom, Assistant Manager Central Planning, Bell Telephon« 

Manufacturing Co., Antwerp, 

for the part on "Manufacturing problems", 

all of whom have once again borne witness to the spirit of worldwide 

cooperation within ITT. 



fXHIIIT A 

FORECAST ON TELEPHONE LINES'  GROWTH IN BUtGAt<A 

Bulgaria may serve as an example for the calculation of the probablt 

development of the telephone density, Any »ueh ttudy 

must be  based on detailed  statistical data on the grow* of population 

and telephones during  the past.   On the basis of the data available //47f/ 

the estimated development   of both  Bulgaria's population figure and the 

of telephone lines in  that country is shown in Fig. 16. 

Inhabitants x 106 

Lines   x 103 • 
8 

7- 

200 

3- 

100- 
I 

¡                   ! !  ' 

| I 
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1900       1910 1920        1930       1940       1950        I960 

Fig. 16:   Growth of the Number of Telephone 
Lines in Bulgaria,   1905 -   1964 
(ace.   to Ebenberger,   1964) 

By applying Bogaerts's theory,   a time-lag can be calculated of roughly ® 

In comparison with Austria,  as may be seen  in      Fig. Î 7. 
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9. Engineering Management 1 week 
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F,  Explain the difference when the springs have their contact points 

facing up or down  in stacking,   and point out how important it is 

lo make the right  combination. 

t.  let  the operators  take a  look  and identify the various positions  in 

accordance  with the explanation. 

f.  Have them explain  what o spring is and some of the important parts 

oí the spring, 

10.   fxploir  to the operators how and why there  is always an  insulator 

between each  spring, 

H,   Explain to *hem that the R contacts are composed of two springs. 

These two springs will always be L3Î except in those cases in which 

e T procedes it. 

It.   Take rh« stacking diagram and explain how it is to be used in piling 

tprtngmth. 

IS,   Have rh« operator explair  what makes up an R contact. 

14.   Show  thr operato»   how  to stack  up an   R  contact. 

1$.  Have  the oprata** stack R contacts using the skills they have 

expired 'row practice on Location of Bins,    Insulators and Work 

•tel »minar y  »o  Srock up.   Affer  a  while,   time  them. 

lé.   f«plo»n »o »He opera»o»$ whot a  T contact  is composed of mentioning 

l»th  combino*iom  t  and  J and  the stacking diagram. 

I?.   Show  them how  to stack up a  T  contact. 

It.  Have  th# operators s»ock  T contacts    After  a while,   time them. 

It,  Moke them itack  R contacts again ana then  T contacts the same way. 

St.   Ixptoir» r© rHe operaron that  the RT contacts are composed of three 

Point ou»  that here we  start working with a spring that has 

;t points or»  both toces.   Also,  mention the two types of combination» 

•»el #te use of *he stacking diagram. 

II. View them how to stock up |ust one RT con toc t at a time. 
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22. Have them stack just one RT contact at a time,  and then go back 

to stacking R and T contacts and RT contacts. 

23. Have the operators stack up  two RT contacts  in accordance with 

the stacking diagram,   then go on to three or more  RT contacts. 

24. Explain the composition of the TR contact,   pointing out the three 

different springs  to be used now,  combinations L and J,   and the 

stacking diagram. 

25. Have the operators stack two TR contacts at the same time using 

the stacking diagram,   then three and so on.   Time them. 

26. Explain and show to the operators how tc  stack up an X contact. 

Point out the  unique combination:  R32 -  T31. 

27. Explain  to the operators how to mix all   kinds of contacts in one 

pileup using the stacking diagram for the different combinations. 

28. Have them make  all  kinds of combinations.  Continue until 100 % 

efficiency is reached. 

Evaluation 

1. Operators are able to understand how the different combinations 

are put together  in a pibup. 

2. Operators have developed the ability to stack up any of these 

combinations with  100 % efficiency. 



od EXHIBIT D 

MASTER   DIAGRAM   FOR   PENTACONTA   RELAY 

STACKING 

L 31 J 31 

R 

L 31 J 31 

R 

L 32 J 32 

T 

L 32 J 32 

T 

L 32 J 32 

RT L 30 

L 31 

J 30 

J 31 

RT 

J 16 L 16 

TR P 31 

L 34 

M 31 

J 34 

TR 

X 
T 31 

R 32 
X 

1. START STACKING IN LEFT HAND COLUMN 

2. WHEN AN "R" FOLLOWS AND "R" OR A "T" FOLLOWS 

STAY IN THE SAME COLUMN OTHERWISE CHANGE 

COLUMNS 
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EXHIBIT G 

EXAMPLE OF BASIC INFORMATION REQUIRED FROM THE CUSTOMER 

- Type and specification of the equipment to be manufactured 

- Volume and final  capacity of the factory 

- Start up period in years 

- Base of capacity calculations: 

- Existing exchange or 

- theoretical exchange with traffic and interworking data and special 
facilities required 

- Degree of  local  manufacturing integration 

- Working time  in  hours per year 

- Availibility of existing  local facilities and servie«* 

- Program of change-over to new system 

- Availibility of local  components 

- Government factory or supplier participation 

- Long term financing or  local financing 

- Availibility of local tool  manufacture 

- Availibility of skilled  labor 

- Local efficiency and local wages 

- Type and schedule of first exchanges to be manufactured 

- Services to be provided  in factory 

- Climatic conditions 

- Information on local currency 

•   Plant location and transport facilities 

•   Tax    holiday and other concessions granted by the Government 
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